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[48] The year 1600 may be said without undue exaggeration to mark a turning-point in the history 
of the Far East in more ways than one. In the first (and most important) place, it witnessed the decisive 
battle of Sekigahara (20th October) which gave Tokugawa Ieyasu the mastery of Japan, and went far 
to settle the fate of that country for the next two hundred and fifty years. Secondly, it saw the 
appearance of the first Dutch ship on Japanese waters, the unlucky Liefde, whose Captain rejoiced in 
the name of Jap Quaeck and whose Pilot was the famous Kentishman Will Adams. The heretic 
Hollanders speedily received the name Komojin or Red-Haired Barbarians to distinguish them in 
Japanese (and Chinese) eyes from their Nambanjin or Southern Barbarian rivals of Portuguese India 
and the Philippines. Thirdly, it was in December 1600 that Queen Elizabeth granted a charter to the 
merchant-adventurers who formed John Company, as the subsequently famous English East India 
Company came to be called. Last (and admittedly least) in the year 1600, Horatio Neretti made a most 
successful and profitable voyage in the Great Ship from Macao to Nagasaki, on behalf of the Captain-
Major Dom Paulo de Portugal. 
 This last-named fidalgo was prevented from making his oft postponed voyage in 1601, by a 
series of events succinctly described by the Jesuit chronicler Padre Fernão Guerreiro in the second 
volume of his Annual Relation. Three carracks had left Goa for China, one of which was wrecked in a 
typhoon on the Kwangtung coast, fourteen leagues from Macao, whilst the other two staggered into 
port badly battered from the storm on the 26th September. The day after their arrival three strange sail 
hove in sight. These were assumed by the populace to be hostile, as no further shipping was expected 
from India; and the gentry hastened to put [49] their families and silver-plate in the Jesuit College, 
which, standing on a small hill, had been selected as a place for the last stand should the enemy 
succeed in disembarking. These vessels were the Dutch ships Amsterdam, Gouda, and a pinnace, 
commanded by Jacob Van Neck who had made an unsuccessful attach on the Portuguese fortress of 
Tidore in the Moluccas the previous June. 
 The Hollanders who were bound for Canton after having been blown off their original course to 
Pattani, were very surprised to find themselves on the morning of 27th September in sight of “a great 
town spread out before them, all built in the Spanish style”. Realising that it must be Macao, they sent 
off a skiff to reconnoitre the place flying large white flags. Dom Paulo de Portugal promptly dispatched 
some armed boats which captured the skiff with its eleven occupants. Next morning the pinnace 
unwisely approached the inner harbour as was taken by four Portuguese junks, the prisoners including 
the pilot, Jan Dirckszoon, and the factor, Marten Ape. Van Neck sailed way on the 3rd October after 
vainly trying to procure the release of the twenty captive Hollanders. Seventeen of these hapless 
prisoners were barbarously executed as pirates by the Portuguese in November, after they had vainly 
tried to save their lives by becoming Roman Catholic converters at the eleventh hour. The Jesuits 
professed unctuous satisfaction over their change of faith; but it is impossible to believe that it was 
inspired by anything but the hope of evading the gallows. A similar shameless fraud was perpetrated 
on thirteen prisoners from one Oliver Van Noort’s ships captured by the Spaniards in Manila Bay the 
previous year, who were likewise butchered after having been “converted” to the Church of Rome. 
The three survivors of the Macao holocaust, – two boys who were spared on account of their youth 
and the factor – were sent via Malacca to Goa, whence Martin Ape returned to Holland in 1604. 
 A Royal Letter of 22 February informs us that there were then over 600 Indo-Portuguese families 
established at Macao, apart from the numerous merchants who frequented the place. In 1602, Dom 
Paulo de Portugal at last made the Japan Voyage in person.  After his return to India,  he took part in 
[50] the expedition of Dom Martinho Afonso de Castro which relieved Malacca from the siege by the 
Dutch Admiral Maatelieff and the Raja of Johore in 1606. He subsequently died of dysentery at this 



place, without having been called to account for the judicial murder of the seventeen Dutch prisoners 
of 1601, despite the promises of Fernão de Albuquerque, the then Governor of Malacca (later 
Governor of India in 1619-22) that the person responsible for this atrocity would be brought to justice. 
 He was succeeded as Captain-major of Macao in 1603 by Gonçalo Rodrigues de Sousa, who 
was prevented from making his Japan Voyage by the chapter of accidents related by Padre Fernão 
Guerreiro as follows: “On the 30th July of the year sixteen hundred and three, between eleven and 
o’clock and midday, there arrived at the City of Macao a Siamese junk which brought news that in the 
previous March the carrack from China which was bound for Malacca (the richest and largest for many 
years) had been taken by the Dutch in the straits of Singapore. And that very evening, when the carrack 
which was going from China to Japan was on the eve of departure, two ships and a pinnace of the 
said enemy reached this port of Macao and took the carrack where it lay without any resistance 
whatsoever, since there was nobody in it, everyone being ashore getting ready to embark. And 
forasmuch as the citizens of Macao lost virtually all of their capital in these two ships, which were each 
worth about a conto of gold, whilst they were still more deeply indebted in Japan for goods they had 
bought there on credit, they were all left in a condition rather to receive them to give alms,”  – to the 
Jesuits who had also lost a pretty packet in this double disaster. The references are to the carrack 
Santa Catarina of 1,500 tons, Captain Sebastian Serrão, which had been taken by Jacob Van 
Heemskerck together with a Macaonese junk laden with provisions for Malacca; whilst the carrack 
captured at Macao by the Dutch ships Erasmus and Nassau in July, was found to be laden with over 
1,400 piculs of raw silk besides a quantity of gold and other merchandise. 
 The lading of the Santa Catarina when sold at Amsterdam yielded three and a half million 
guilders; and from the [51] large amount of Ming porcelain captured in this ship, Chinese pottery was 
subsequently known for many years in Holland as Kraakporselain or “Carrack-porcelain”. 
 It is also interesting to recall that next year the Directors of the Dutch east India Company 
commissioned Hugo Grotius to write a legal treatise defending the right of prize (De Jure Prædæ) in 
connection with the capture of the Santa Catarina and the sale of her cargo. Although the complete 
work remained unpublished for centuries, one chapter thereof (the 12th) was printed in 1609, under 
the title Mare Liberum, and its fame survives to this day as the classic exposition of the freedom of the 
seas in international law. 
 In 1604 the critical situation of Macao – and the perilous financial plight of the Jesuit Japan 
Mission – was relieved by the prosperous voyage of João Caiado to Japan “which yielded enormous 
profits” this year. And large indeed they must have been, to have aroused this comment at a time 
when anything less than a 100% profit in this market was regarded was disappointingly low. The 
Captain-Major left Nagasaki for Macao at the beginning of December. He had previously served as 
Captain of Amboina in 1597-8, and was later Alderman of the Senate of Goa in 1609; captain of 
Malacca in 1615-16, where he was removed for being concerned in the murder of Estevão Teixeira; 
he soldiered later in the Persian Gulf where he died circa 1619. He may be identified with the João 
Calado de Gamboa, son of Dr. Antonio Roiz de Gamboa and Isabel de Figueiredo, who came out to 
India in 1568. Nuno da Costa made the Japan Voyage in 1605 on behalf of Dom Diogo de Vasconcelos 
de Menezes who was then Captain-Major of Macao. Whilst this carrack lay at anchor in Nagasaki 
roadstead, a typhoon swept over the harbour and wrought great damage but the ship itself escaped 
“owing to the mercy of God”. 
 On the 26th March the Dutch Admiral Wybrant Van Warwyck (who had vainly cruised in the South 
China Sea during the summer of the previous year to waylay the Japan-bound carrack and to open up 
trade with China) put into the harbour of Patani where he captured the richly-laden Nao Santo Antonio, 
bound from Macao to Malacca, with the connivance of the local Malay Queen.  
  

 





 

 



 



 

 



  
[70] where he died twelve years later, having shown great courage and constancy during his 
imprisonment. 
    One of his vessels, the São Bartolomeu, Captain Jorge da Silva, had a narrow escape from 
capture by a Dutch ship in the straits of Formosa on her voyage from Macao to Nagasaki in July. 
When the loss of the ship appeared inevitable, the frantic passengers and crew made a vow to build 
a chapel in honour of Our Lady if she would save them from their heretic pursuers. Either their 
prayers or the long arm of coincidence intervened with effect; and after their safe return to Macao 
the grateful mariners made a pilgrimage to the rocky hill on whose summit they founded a 
hermitage of Nossa Senhora da Penha. This picturesque building is a prominent feature of the 
landscape in the pictures of Chinnery, Elliot and other artists; but it was unfortunately replaced a 
few years ago by a modern manueline monstrosity in the Portuguese architectural equivalent of 
Stockbrokers’s Tudor. 
      The next Captain-Major of the Japan Voyage (and last of the City of Macao) was our old friend 
Lopo Sarmento de Carvalho who had bought the monopoly of the three Voyages of 1621-3 at Goa 
for the record price of 68,000 xerafines. His safe arrival at Nagasaki in the summer of 1621, is noted 
enviously by Richard Cocks in his Diary, “Six Portugal galliots have arrived this year at Nagasaki 
from Amacon, and have brought store of silk stuff which has made the price fall”. 

 


